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Since 1969, the CLA has provided free legal aid to churches and Christians who believe in the Bible, where it is difficult to practice religious faith because of government regulations, intrusions, or prohibitions in the form of something. The CLA receives more than 100,000 calls each year and does not
count thousands of communications from people who somehow face legal difficulties making Biblical orders. These incidents include Christians arrested for witnessing others in public, public school students being told they have no right to read the Bible at school, churches being excluded from the
community, Christians being fired for sharing their faith in the workplace, and thousands of shocking assaults on our precious religious freedoms. CLA offers free legal services based in part on the generosity of god's people. Contributions to cla are 501(c)(3) tax deductible. The Christian Law Society exists
to maintain Christian freedom for your children and grandchildren. More than 40 years ago, the Christian Law Society's department effectively began with a phone call from an Ohio pastor. As a young lawyer, David C. Gibbs Jr. could hardly believe his ears as the pastor relayed how his church was being
sued by the state to run its department. When he reviewed the legal documents, Dr. Gibbs was surprised that such a thing could happen in modern America. From that first case to the present day, God blessed Dr. Gibbs's commitment to legally helping churches, pastors and Christians for free. The
ministry has grown significantly over the past 40 years through god bless, as lawyers, legal aides and other ministry officials have joined the team of legal missionaries. Do not use this form in the event of a legal emergency. Call our office at 1-888-252-1969. If you need general legal assistance, practice
legal questions related to the ministry or practice your Biblical faith, or have any questions about our ministry, please enter the information below and be contacted by our office. Email communication through this website does not create a lawyer-client relationship between you and the organization. Do not
send privileged or confidential information to the office through the website. Click Send to confirm that you have read and understood this notification and send a message. Ministries: (888) 252-1969 Fax: (888) 600-9899 Email: Info@christianlaw.org Christian Law Society P.A. Box 8600 Mason, OH 45040
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August 08, 2015 Current events October 04, 2014 Christian Living February 06, 2013 Current event Acquired from December 25, 2012 Christian Living November 21: Her face was ghostly white. She has nothing left. When Ginny Marie picked up her daughter Roxy from New Billings Girls Academy, her
daughter was a shadow of her former own. Three months at the academy destroyed her. She endured food shortages, medical neglect and severe emotional and physical abuse. Despite recent gang-consult urinary tract infections and menstrual complications, she was routinely denied toilet paper and
menstrual pads, confined to isolation cells and forced to say devil's daughter. [ii] Desperately, the 17-year-old attempted suicide. [iii] Roxy is not a unique case. Many girls in New Bigginings attempted suicide, hoping that a trip to the hospital would allow them to escape the horrors of the academy. [iv] New
Bigings Girls Academy is part of a large and complex network of homes for children in need. The house dates back to the 1970s, when an independent basic Baptist preacher named Lester Lov had the idea of creating a home to reform children considered sinful or on the way by their parents. Lovov
called such children immoral boys and girls who take parental hatred, Satan worship and dope. [v] The children sent, like Roxy, were often troubled simply because they were victims of child abuse. [vi] Allegations of abuse have plagued the house since their beginnings. Many lawsuits were successfully
filed against them. But the house continues to pop up: closed in one state and then reopened with less regulation. The regulatory terrain of this network is almost always intentionally unregulated, as is homeschooling. Its unregulated network is especially thanks to its continued presence in one man, David
C. Gibbs III. Through his National Center for Life And Freedom (NCLL), Gibbs III has positioned himself as a abuser and personal speaking directorAnd empathize with those hurt by Christian fundamentalism. As Gibbs III told home-schooled anonymous Ryan Stoller in January this year, I vehemently
oppose those who cover it up with child abuse and passion, and I believe that children who have been emotionally, psychologically, physically, or sexually abused should be prosecuted and shut down, as he became one of the main business partners of the Great Homeschool Convention. The platform
and reach of Gibbs III, the largest for-profit homeschool convention company in the United States, is expanding. Since 2014, Gibbs III has appeared in many of the Christian homeschooling movements as a champion of abuse survivors. He became a lawyer for Lourdes Torres in her sexual assault lawsuit
against the disgraced founder of Vision Forum, Doug Phillips. [vii] When five brave women decided to sue IBLP and ATI founder Bill Gotard for sexual assault, Gibbs III was there and filed a lawsuit. The case against IBLP and Gotard has now grown to include 18 plaintiffs. [ix] Still some are questioning
this positive image of Gibbs III. Despite his current advocacy for survivors, he did the exact opposite for decades: serving as a fixer for abusers and defending leaders who spread Christian fundamentalism. Through his work and leadership with the Christian Law Society (CLA), the organization of his
father, David C. Gibbs Jr., Gibbs III built a career defending accused child abusers. And as last year, Gibbs preached in the church, insisting that not only parents, but also schools, churches and even complete strangers had a fundamental right to corporal punishment of children, which he called beating
children. [xi] This discrepancy raises concerns. Gibbs III's current NCLL website does not mention his involvement with the CLA, including the fact that he was their general counsel. In an interview with HA (Homeschool Anonymous) blog partner Julie Ann Smith on May 26, 2014, she completely separated
her father from cla work and did not appear to be involved with the former. But when pressed on the issue, Gibbs III told HA: I worked with my father and did legal work for the CLA from 1993 to 2012. Inconsistencies don't end there. Gibbs III showed Smith that he was happily married. However, according
to public records, his wife filed divorce filings against him later that year. The divorce was finalized in July 2015. In addition, Gibbs III indicated to Smith that he may never have been involved in a domestic dispute. But public records show a 2013 dispute between him and Texas Child Protective Services.
Lov Holmes To better understand the story of Gibbs III, you need to go back to 1956, when the fierce fundamentalist Lester Lov founded the first home for individuals in need.The city of Shelter Home for Men in Lee County, Texas. [xiii] Over the next 20 years, Lov established a slew of other houses,
including a lighthouse house for young men in 1958, a Leveka house for girls [xv] and a Veseda home for girls in 1968. He also founded the People's Baptist Church in 1969, where he passed on ownership of the house to make them church-based and won religious legal protection. From 1972, the CLA
represented Lovoff's house, with Gibbs Jr. at the helm. [xix] Lester Lovoff, founder of many troubled children homes, said the image : YouTube. The CLA began defending the house at a convenient time, as it was only a year after the house was first charged with abuse. Parents visiting the Lebeka girls'
home in 1973 were left slezy to witness staff whipping young girls. Local authorities in Texas have launched an investigation. This culminated in Texas congressional hearing testimony from 16 girls who claim they were made to be made toe with leather straps, beaten with paddles, handcuffed to drains
and trapped in isolation cells. [xx] Lov openly acknowledged these actions, and during a court hearing the infamous pink bottom is better than the black soul[ xxi] The revelations required the Texas Legislature to pass a child care licensing law and the state to obtain licenses for all child care facilities. [xxii]
Throughout the 1970s and 80s, child abuse and corruption continued to afflict Leveka homes and other homes created or inspired by Lovoff. The house repeatedly shut down and popped up in other states to avoid licensing or prosecution. The most important lawsuit came in 1982, when Morris Dees, a
well-known civil rights lawyer and founder of the Southern Poverty Law Center, helped several women file lawsuits for physical abuse, torture and food deprivation against Bethesda Home for Girls, bethesda directors Bob and Betty Wills, a landfill ranch. The lawsuit demanded that Bob Wills and other staff
members stop slapping pregnant girls. [xxiv] Gibbs Jr. guarded Bethesda Home and a landfill farm. The last year of Lovrov's involvement was in 1982, when he was killed in a plane crash in November. His long-time colleague Wiley Cameron took over the network. In 1993, just a few years after Lebeka
and Anchor Homes were shut down for a second time for abuse, Gibbs III joined his father as a lawyer for the Christian Law Society. Meanwhile, a series of more harrowing incidents have occurred at Mountain Park Baptist Academy, run by Bob and Betty Wills, where she was emotionally and physically
abused and forced to strip her by staff. [xxvii] AIt was also done. [xxviii] In the midst of this, in the hope that deregulating faith-based programs would increase effectiveness, then-Texas Gov. George W. Bush pushed for a legislative package that would allow church-run child care agencies to opt out of
state licenses. [xxix] This was an exemption from the requirements established by the Childcare License Act in 1975 for child abuse at Lovrov's home. The main witness who spoke in favor of the bill before the House Human Services Committee was Gibbs III, who was hired by the CLA at the time. [xxx] In
1982, Morris Dees of the Southern Poverty Law Center helped several women file a lawsuit against Veseda Home for Girls and Reclamation Ranch. The law was passed, allowing the network of troubled children to return to Texas again without state supervision or license. During this time, when asked
about the industry's 30-year history of abuse, Gibbs III described it as a ministry and an alleged glitch. When [xxxii] HA asked Gibbs if he stood by that description again today, he positively said, I don't believe if you have one bad actor who throws everyone in jail. According to the American Bar
Association Journal, Gibbs III intentionally misled the committee, giving the impression that he was not connected to Lovof Holmes through the CLA. [xxxi] But he condemned this portrayal to HA, saying his appearance during the hearing was not on Lovhomes' behalf. I have appeared in Texas as a
general counsel to many churches at Gibbs Law Firm, he said, adding that his statement during the trial focuses on faith-based communities that meet the state's minimum standards and help meet community needs under an alternative certification model that exceeds that. The abuse continued. In 1997,
a 16-year-old homeschool boy named Aaron Anderson was physically abused, beaten and fractured in his ribs at anchor home. [xxxiii] In 1998, 16-year-old Dean Dorsey was held in solitary confinement at The Rebekas Home, where he suffered a nervous breakdown. Faye Cameron (Wiley Cameron's
wife) and three male security guards pinned Dean to the ground, tied him up with duct tape and kicked him in the ribs. Afterwards, they neglected to provide her with medical attention. [xxxiv] Child Protective Services investigated and banned Faye Cameron from working with children in Texas again. [xxxv]
When asked by the ABA Journal in 2001 about his 30-year history of abuse at Lovrov Holmes, David C. Gibbs III called history a glitch alleged to be a ministry. Once again, it was Gibbs III who defended child abusers. He served as Faye Cameron's lawyer, reducing his seriousnessFee. He praised her
and said she had served faithfully in that ministry for over 30 years. [xxxvi] When first asked by HA about Cameron's expression, Gibbs III denied any recollection of the account, I don't recall representing Mrs Cameron. After HA provided him with evidence to show his involvement, he said that the details
escape me. But when asked if she stood today by his comments at the time about Cameron, Gibbs III said: She worked faithfully there for 30 years. HA did not respond to Texas Child Protective Services' request for comment. The abuse continued. In 2000, two teenagers, 18-year-old Justin Symonds and
17-year-old Aaron James Cavalin, were physically abused and urinated on by lighthouse supervisors. [xxxviii] As a result, four Lovoff staff members were arrested [xxxix], and allen Smith, one of the lighthouse supervisors, was convicted of unlawful restraint and was again barred from working with young
people. [xl] Wiley Cameron was arrested for not handing over records to the sheriff. [xli] But again, Gibbs III defended child abusers. As an attorney for the CLA, he said the People's Baptist Church was conducting an internal investigation. He found the abuse allegations highly exaggerated and as a result
defended the lighthouse and its discipline practices, saying it was not overly harsh. When HA first asked about the investigation, Gibbs III denied that knowledge, noting, I have no recollection of an internal investigation at the People's Baptist Church. After HA provided him with evidence to show his
comments at the time, Gibbs III changed course and said he still believed the investigation had exaggerated the allegations. In 2012, on the website of his own organization NCLL, David C. Gibbs III proudly declared his faithful service with the Christian Law Society. The following year, he found Gibbs III
as general counsel to the CLA. [xviii] As general counsel, he was directly involved in advocacy to roll back state supervision and licenses in youth homes through the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. [xxiv] Through his involvement, the family established a privacy policy requiring parents to waive parent
rights and agreed that child welfare workers would not interview their children. [xlv] The abuse continued. From 2001 to 2005, 15-year-old Brittany Campbell suffered psychological and physical abuse at Rebekas Home (renamed New Beginnings Girls Academy in 2001). Michael Quinn, who attended
Anchor Home for Boys from 2002 to 2004, received allegations of verbal and physical abuse. [xlbii] In 2002, more than two dozen former residents of Mountain Park Baptist Boarding Academy claimed their experiences of abuse. [xlviii] 17-year-old Jordan Blair filed a lawsuit.Park condemns school abuse
and imprisonment. He eventually lost his appeal of imprisonment because the judge ruled that his parents are entitled to keep him there against his will. [l] Once again, Gibbs III provided the defense. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch interviewed him after the Mountain Park Baptist Boarding Academy was
accused of abuse. He defended the house, noting that the media tends to stick to some unfortunate incidents. In addition, he specifically defended the right of parents to send children (like Jordan Blair) against their will to youth homes. When asked by [lii] HA if he believed parents still had the right to make
such decisions, Gibbs III avoided that parents cannot legally send their children to places where they have been abused (emphasis). Top: In the CLA's 2011 990 form filed with the IRS, the Florida chapter of David C. Gibbs III's personal law firm, Gibbs Law Firm, is listed as an independent contractor for
the CLA, with recipients of about $2.5 million listed from the CLA. Below: In the CLA's 2012 990 form filed with the IRS, the Texas chapter of David C. Gibbs III's personal law firm Gibbs Law Firm is listed as an independent contractor for the CLA, with recipients of more than $1.5 million listed from the
CLA. The abuse continued. In 2003, in New Billings, 16-year-old Jamie Lee Schmud was bruised and beaten until he was forced to urinate. [liii] Two other children in New Bigitz testified that Schmudeh was held down while she was beaten. [liv] In 2004, Anchor Home for Boys (now renamed Anchor
Academy) supervisor Justin Peterson sexually assaulted a 15-year-old boy. In 2005, Mountain Park Baptist Boarding Academy faced 20 counts of intentional infringement of the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Fair Labor Standards Act, assault, battery, false imprisonment, negligence, negligence
of treatment, mental anguish, diversion and fraud. [lvi] With Gibbs III as general counsel, the Christian Law Society defended the academy. [lvii] Tragically, child abuse continues to this day. Roxy's story, which began, occurred just a few years ago in 2011. Many of these homes will continue to exist in
other states exempt from state licenses and supervision, and will be renamed or moved. Trinity Baptist Church Gibbs III's career as an advocate for child abusers is not limited to the problem children's industry. Gibbs III told HA that he served as Chuck Phelps' lawyer on behalf of the CLA. Phelps is a
pastor who repeatedly aided and abetted child abusers at Trinity Baptist Church, where he served as pastor. Gibbs III also provided legal aid to his mother Christine Leaf, who abandoned her daughter after she was murdered by Trinity Baptist members, according to multiple sources.Gibbs III declined to
provide HA with details of his work with The Leaf, saying that whether I spoke lawfully with Mrs. Leaf is confidential under the privilege of a lawyer and client. In 1997, 15-year-old Tina Anderson was convicted by members of Chuck Phelps' Trinity Baptist Church against one of them, against one of them.
Image: The ABC News/YouTube Trinity Baptist article dates back to 1994, when 17-year-old Cheryl's stepfather began sexually assaulting her. Cheryl's family attended The Rev. Chuck Phelps' Trinity Baptist Church. Cheryl told her mother, but her mother did nothing. Cheryl then called the family to his
office, to her pastor Phelps, who told his stepfather that he needed to stop it. [Ricks] stepfather didn't stop. He continued to molest Cheryl until she moved to California to live with her uncle two years later. Cheryl was told to forgive and forget. [lx] Phelps did not report abuse. [lxi] In 1996, Cheryl's uncle,
Robert Sheffield, noticed Cheryl's abuse. Sheffield called Chuck Phelps to talk about it. Sheffield was told by Phelps that Cheryl needed to forgive and forget again. [lxii] In a parallel event that began in 1996, 14-year-old Tina Anderson began babysitting for Ernest Willis, who is also a member of Trinity
Baptist Church in Phelps. [lxiii] The following year, Willis raped Anderson twice. A few months later, Anderson was pregnant. Willis offered to take her to an abortion clinic or punch her in the stomach to cause a miscarriage. [lxiv] After speaking to her mother about her pregnancy, the mother alerting
Phelps, Tina was forced to undergo church discipline by the pastor. Tina stood before the congregation and apologized for her sins. Tina was told that she needed to be happy that she did not live in ancient Israel or she would be stoned. [lxv] Tina was convinced not to press charges. At the urging of
Tina's mom Christine Leaf (but against Tina's wishes), Phelps adjusted for Tina to move across state lines. [lxvi] Phelps had Tina leave her child for adoption. [lxvii] To hide her, Tina was forced to go home school and make contact with children her own age. [lxviii] Phelps reported the rape to police, but his
and Leaf's actions in moving Tina out of state hindered the investigation [[lxx] Willis remained a member of Trinity Baptist Church in good condition. He also continued to have a young girl child guardian for him. [lxxi] More than 10 years have passed. In February 2010, after hearing of a similar abuse case,
Tina came to the fore her story. [lxxii] Three months later, police arrested Ernest Willis and charged him with four felonies: two counts of rape and two counts of sex with a minor. [lxxiii] Top: David C. Gibbs III (left) receives the Jack Heiles Memorial Award on behalf of the Christian Law SocietyHammond,
the first Baptist church of 2010: David C. Gibbs III and David C. Gibbs Jr., Jack Heiles' son-in-law Jack Sharpe, congratulates Dr. Jessup on the Christian Law Society Award. Two years later, Sharp pleads guilty to trafficking a girl across state lines and raping her. Despite its personal relationship with
church leaders, the Christian Law Society is hired by the church to conduct internal investigations. Image: The following year, Chuck Phelps released a statement claiming that Willis' rape of Anderson was an agreement and an ongoing sexual relationship. [lxxiv] Phelps defended allowing Willis to remain
in the church, saying he didn't know he impregnated a 15-year-old girl on the because it's an accusation and the accusation is not a conviction. [lxxv] It was Gibbs III who served as a lawyer for both Chuck Phelps and Christine Leaf (Tina Anderson's mom) during Willis' trial. [lxxvi] Gibbs III told HA, I
attended part of the trial and helped coordinate with government officials so that Pastor Phelps could voluntarily come in from outside the state and testify at trial on behalf of the prosecution. But several court witnesses, one of whom spoke directly to HA, disputed Gibbs III's account. According to them, he
engaged in bizarre, manipulative courtroom behavior around Anderson [lxxvii] and stried to claim pastoral privilege /clergy congregation privilege to prevent Phelps from those required to testify against Willis. Judge Larry Shumler ruled against Gibbs III's motion. [lxxviii] Willis was convicted of taking and
impregnating Tina Anderson. Inspired by Tina's bravery, Cheryl, now 34, went public in 2011 following reports of sexual abuse from her stepfather. [lxxx] Phelps tried to portray her rape as an act of agreement. Nevertheless, Gibbs III defended Phelps. He justified Phelps' actions by saying Cheryl's family
had told Phelps that cps were already involved and that abuse had already been reported. When [lxxxi] HA asked Gibbs III about the Anderson trial, he said, I am deeply saddened that Tina Anderson has been abused by many trusted people in her life. I admire the courage to speak out for the victims
advocacy of child abuse at Old Schoolhouse Gibbs III, which lasted until 2014. In the spring of 2007, Jeff and Genefer Igarasi discovered that the then teenage sons of Paul and Gina Suarez, owners of the popular homeschool magazine Old Schoolhouse, had repeatedly molested their six-year-old son.
[lxxxii] Gina and Genefer are sisters. Gina and Genefer's sister, Meghan, accused Suarez of physically abusing, physically abusing and sexually harassing her children. [lxxxiii] In 2014, Gibbs III approached Igarashi, who threatened to publish his history of abuse. AndLike Gibbs III, the old schoolhouse's
main business partner at the Great Homeschool Convention, Gibbs III was a columnist for the magazine. According to a written report submitted to HA about the [xxxxiv] circumstances, Gibbs eventually pressed Genefer and Jeff to sign the mediation agreement he drafted. The agreement declared on
condition that Suarez stop shying away from Iguas, but that Genefer would stop talking about all the potentially frightening information they had. It was also hinted that they could sue if they chose to speak out. [lxxxv] This is a lot like how a new beginning explicitly prohibits bringing civil lawsuits against
other Christians and churches to resolve personal disputes. [xxxxvi] Gottard/IBLP Lawsuit On May 20, 2016, Judge Kenneth L. Popejoy disqualified Gibbs III from Bill Gotthard's sex discrimination case, Gretchen Wilkinson v. IBLP. Gotard and IBLP had made allegations the previous February, claiming
Gibbs was playing on both sides of the street in the incident. One of the motions included an affidavit from Roger Blair, who was present when Gibbs first approached Gottard to talk about the abuse allegations. Blair claimed Gibbs III offered to help Gotard derail the allegations against him. Blair said, Mr.
Gibbs spoke as if he had connections to the individuals behind restoring Grace and had internal knowledge that was valuable to Bill. I remember Mr. Gibbs saying, 'I know how to handle it.' He said the building was wrong and that it was unfair that people are trying to destroy not only your ministry, but
other ministries. Mr Gibbs said he had read the allegations on recovery Grace's website and that he knew they were false. He said he knew how to respond appropriately to get rid of it. [lxxxvii] Gibbs III vociferously denied the allegations of wrongdoing, accusing them of a desperate attempt to attack a law
firm that is publicly and lawfully responsible for years of child abuse. [lxxxviii] But Judge Pope Joy ruled against him. The judge declared that there is clearly a cloudy, complex and inappropriate back-and-down that lawyer Gibbs had in the circumstances of the case and throughout the set of parties. As a
result, the judge ruled that it is completely and utterly inappropriate for Attorney Gibbs to continue as plaintiff's lawyer. [xxxxix] * For years, David C. Gibbs III and his organization withs pulled in millions of dollars [xc] while advocating on behalf of child abusers. When HA asked Gibbs if he stood today by
his advocacy on behalf of the troubled children's industry, he distracted, I'm not perfect in any stretch, but I'm trying to be principled. He added that he does not support the culture of the 1970s that lacked transparency.And covered up the abuse, he said, having no comment on his role for decades in
creating that culture. That culture directly allowed the troubled children's industry to move forward and prosper, and then shattered countless of children's lives. Individuals who have had their childhood destroyed will not get them back. Their adulthood is often equally devastating. Roxy, who reduced her to
her former own ghost for three months at New Beyond, continues to struggle. She suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder. Despite counselling, Roxy is 'doing terrible things', her mum says. She has no self-esteem [xci] Her mom also worries for all the other young girls who have been subjected to new
beginnings: Many of these little girls are terribly challenged to remember who God is after this experience. [xcii] Quote [i] Susan Donaldson James, Bible Reform School Discipline: Severe Love or Abuse? Accessed by ABC News, April 12, 2011, and Link, December 10, 2015. [ii] Ibid. [iii] Catherine Joyce,
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